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T

his major international exhibition explores how graphic design has
broadened its reach over the past decade, expanding from a specialized
profession to a widely used tool. With the rise of accessible creative
software and innovations in publishing and distribution systems, people
outside the field are mobilizing the techniques and processes of design to create
and publish visual media. At the same time, graphic designers are becoming
producers, deploying their creative skills as makers of content and shapers
of experiences. Featuring work produced since 2000 in the most vital sectors of communication design, Graphic Design: Now in Production explores
design-driven magazines, newspapers, books, posters, and branding programs,
showcasing recent developments in the field, such as the entrepreneurial nature
of designer-produced goods; the renaissance in digital typeface design; the storytelling potential of titling sequences for film and television; and the transformation of raw data into compelling information narratives.
Organized by the Walker Art Center and the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design
Museum, Graphic Design: Now in Production is the largest museum exhibition on the subject since the Walker’s seminal 1989 exhibition Graphic
Design in America: A Visual Language History, and the Cooper-Hewitt’s 1996
comprehensive survey, Mixing Messages: Graphic Design in Contemporary
Culture.

Barnbrook Studios, 17th Biennale of Sydney
identity system, 2010
Virus typefaces designed by Jonathan Barnbrook and
Marcus Leis Allion.

Barnbrook Studios created a visual identity for the
17th Biennale of Sydney that employs a mix of elements to create brands and sub-brands for a diverse
series of cultural events. The modular design engenders consistency and efficiency, while the cacophony
of elements makes each outcome unique. Designed
to appear jumbled together, the elements range from
Victorian-era scientific illustrartions to abstract assemblies of geometric shapes.The system is simple, but the
resaults are complex, yielding a cabinet of curiosities
that symbolizes a ragtag civilization surviving in a turbulent age. The multiple typefaces are original designs
released through Jonathan Barnbrook’s Virus Fonts.
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Albert Exergian, Iconic TV Series 2009-10
The Vienna based designer Albert Exergian

is the creator of Iconic TV, a series of posters that apply the abstract,
minimalist style of midcentury Swiss modernism to American
television programs of the last thirty years.
The posters achieve a witty resonance by marrying the reductive
Swiss style to proigrams such as ‘Friends’ (a coffee cup from a
bird’s-eye view), ‘Weeds’ (a dime bag of pot) or ‘Mad Men’ (a glass
of scotch). Available through an online print-on-demand poster
service Blanka/Print-process, Exergian’s self-comissioned designs
call upon the viewer’s mental reservoir of knowledge, trivia and
memories.

Anthony Burrill
Woodblock poster
series 2004-11

Printed by Adams of Rye,
East Sussex, UK

Nicole Bowden, Mel
Campbell, Stuart
Geddes, Natasha
Ludowyk, Penelope
Modra, Jeremy Wortsman.

The contemporary culture of
the authotity message is the
subject of Anthony Burrill’s
woodblock posters, in which
a large-scale letterforms spell
out messages that admonish
or uplift the reader.

Is Not Magazine, Young is
Not Free, Issue 4.
November 2005.
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Overview. Graphic design is the art and practice of visual communica-

tion. Designers use color, typography, images, symbols, and systems to make
the surfaces around us come alive with meaning. Today, the field is shifting
and expanding as new technologies and social movements are changing the
way people make and consume media. Public awareness of graphic design has
grown enormously over the past two decades through the desktop computing
and Internet revolutions, which have also fueled tremendous growth in the
profession. Graphic design is the largest of the design professions, representing
more than a quarter million practitioners in the United States.

Posters.
Perhaps the most iconic of graphic design forms, the poster has expanded
from its original function of advertising goods and services beginning in the
19th century, to include political propaganda, social protest, and educational
messages in the 20th century. Today, some of the most vital poster designs
reject conventional client messages in favor of more personal and idiosyncratic
approaches. The contemporary poster is frequently conceived of as a series of
collectable works; its production and distribution is more spontaneous and
entrepreneurial in spirit. Experimental approaches to the poster encourage
user-generated messages, and explore digital, mechanical, and handmade technologies and techniques.

Magazines.
The publishing industry—magazines, newspapers, and books—has dramatically changed with the rise of digital formats such as websites, blogs, mobile apps,
and tabloid computing. Digital technologies have spawned new approaches to
the production and distribution of print, including print-on-demand, online distribution networks, and the explosion of niche audiences for content.
Today, a printed magazine with limited circulation can have a huge cultural
impact through its online presence and its distribution to small but influential
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audiences. The open digital culture has challenged traditional definitions of
authorship and blurred the lines between design, journalism, editing, and writing, creating new roles for new media and generating a host of collaborative
practices. This section looks at the fate and future of design-driven publications, including magazines, journals, books, newspapers, and newly minted
formats created for e-book readers and the iPad.

Books.
The last two decades have witnessed the growth of design-conscious publishers who have either catered their subject matter to designers or chosen more
experimental approaches for their book designs. Designers themselves have
expanded their roles within the production process, taking on authoring, editorial, and even printing roles. A new wave of self-publishing has been realized as
the advance of desktop publishing software has combined with new methods
of printing and distribution, such as print-on-demand, thereby opening access
and opportunity to the public.

Information Design.
The digital age has greatly increased the amount of data available to people
around the world. Information design helps shape our understanding of this
data by visually organizing it in ways that make it more easily understandable,
engaging, and memorable. Expressed as charts, diagrams, and maps (to name
just three examples), information design touches all aspects of our lives: from
roadway maps, instruction manuals, and atlases to the design of computers and
software.

Branding.
The twentieth century witnessed the rise of comprehensive design programs
that sought to unify, personify, and identify the public face of businesses,
organizations, and governmental agencies. The post-World War II “golden age”
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of logo design has given way to the rise of branding, including programs for
individuals and nations. Today’s branding extends well beyond the creation
of a logo to multiple communication spaces, from the microbranding of the
website bookmark icon, or favicon, to enormous digital platforms such as
Facebook, whose 500 million active users would comprise the world’s third
most populous country. This section surveys the ever-changing face of corporate identity programs; the flexible and variable identity programs created by
cultural organizations; the subcultural identities of heavy metal bands and the
countercultural transformations of identities born from social, political, and
environmental upheaval.

Film & TV Design.
Graphic design’s traditional definition as a static printed page gave way to a
more complicated relationship to the moving image, first with movies and later
with television and now with the Internet. Motion graphics range from short
promotional videos and broadcast graphics to television bumpers and film title
treatments. Title graphics today are narratives, short stories that give the viewer
an insight into what is to come and what has happened in a TV series. New experiments merge media, from hand-drawn imagery combined with live action
to the use of elaborate analog props, a lo-fi approach in the digital age.

communicate.

Typography.
Graphic design is the union of words and pictures; typography is crucial to the
circulation and survival of visual communication. Typography is the creation of
letterforms and other characters that give visual form to the spoken and written
word. After centuries of technological change—from Guttenberg’s movable
metal type to the desktop publishing revolution ushered in by the personal
computer— today’s renaissance in the design of typefaces is fuelled by easy-touse font design software. Typography today involves the creation of customized typefaces and letterforms, the preservation of lost alphabets, the improved
legibility of signs, and the challenge of digital screen displays.
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Christopher Doyle
Identity Guidelines, 2008
Photography by Ian Haigh

The maintain consistency across their communications, many organizations create guidelines that
establish the elements of their visual identity. The
Sydney-based graphic designer Christopher Doyle
appropreated the format and the language of the
guideline documents to create an amusing set of
rules for himself that establish the appropreate color
palette, correct useage in black and white, clearance
space, and more. Even his tone of voice is subject
to regulation: “My verbal expression has been equal
parts cynicism and positivity provides me with a
unique and ownable voice.”
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Jonathan Packey and Roel Wouters,
One Frame to Fame, 2010
The Designers Jonathan Packey and Roel Wouters have created
a participatory intractive video for the band C-Mon & Kypski
titled One Frame of Fame. Viewers can select frames of the
video that accompany the song ‘More or Less,’ shoot a replacement frame, and upload the result. More than 34,000 users
have posed in front of their webcams, contributing a piece of
themselves to the collective whole. The project’s philosophical gravity falls somewhere between Jean-Luc Godard’s claim
that cinema is truth twenty-four times per second, and Andy
Warhol’s prediction that everyone will be famous for fifteen
minutes.
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www.hammer.ucla.edu
310-443-7000
Hours
Tue-Fri 11am-8pm
Sat and Sun 11am-5pm
Closed Mondays
Admission
$10 Adult
$5 Seniors (65+) and
UCLA Alumni Association
Members with ID
Free for Hammer members,
students with ID, UCLA
faculty and stuff, active duty
military personnel, veterans,
and visitors 17 and under.
Free every Thursday for
all visitors.
Parking
Available under the museum;
$3 with validation. Enter on Westwood
Boulevard or
Glendon Avenue. Parking for people with
disabilities is
provided on levels P1 and P3.
Bikes park free.
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